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Wildlife Care of Ventura County
A Wild Animal Rehabilitation and Release Organization
Please Help Us Continue to Care for California Wildlife.

CARING
FOR
BACKYARD
WILDLIFE

Great Horned Owl
Great Horned Owl
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Our Yards are Wildlife Habitat:
Keeping them safe
DANGERS IN OUR YARDS
Having invited birds into our yards, we have a responsibility to protect them from hazards
associated with the human community.

Baby Hummingbirds: Their nest
was cut down during tree trimming.
Hummingbirds start nest building in
January and nest through August.

Cats
The Problem: Dr. Stanley Temple and Mr. John Colemen of the University of Wisconsin
estimate that domestic cats in Wisconsin kill 20-150 million songbirds (35% of a rural cats
diet) annually. Many people believe that a collar bell will alert birds to danger, but research
shows that cats either sit and wait for their prey or stalk very slowly. By the time a bell rings,
it is too late. Research has also shown that declawing a cat does not prevent it from killing
wildlife .
The Solution: Pet cats should either be confined indoors, be restricted to a fenced area, or
if that is not possible, only allow them out during the hottest part of the day as the cats are
less active and so are the birds.
Predators
The Problem: Bird feeders, unsecured garbage cans open landfills and deliberate handouts all
act to increase the numbers of predators that feed on birds in a given area. Mammalian
threats to birds include raccoons, skunks, squirrels, domestic cats and feral cats. Birds that
eat the eggs and young of songbirds include jays, crows, and grackles.
The Solution: Refrain from placing food scraps out for wildlife. Do not have bird feeders or
hummingbird feeders if you own a cat.

This Hummingbird was found on
a driveway with an injured wing.

Barn Owl: Victims of Pesticides and our
Cars. This one has a fractured wing.

Reflective Windows
The Problem: Dr. Daniel Klem of Southern Illinois University estimates that 95-950 million
birds are killed annually when they strike reflective windows. Project Feeder Watch, run by
the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology, has data suggesting that 100 million birds die each
year due to window strikes (this sample is heavily biased toward "feeder species" and may
underestimate deaths of other birds).
The Solution: Break up the reflective qualities of glass by rubbing soap over the outside
surface to create a dull appearance, installing screens, one-way tinting, hanging streamers, or
other objects on the window. Or, mount plastic garden protection netting on a frame installed
approximately one foot from the glass surface. Birds that hit the screening will bounce off
unharmed. Several commercial establishments sell falcon silhouettes, claiming that the
image warns birds away from the windows. Research has shown that these silhouettes are
ineffective unless a number of them are used together. This works not because the birds are
scared of the falcon image, but because the pattern of images breaks up the reflection on the
glass. Feeders placed very close to or far away from glass surfaces are less of a problem.
Pesticides
The Problem: Countless birds die each year from direct (eating pesticide granule or being
sprayed) or indirect (eating a poisoned prey item) contact with landscape and agricultural
chemicals.
The Solution: Reduce dependence on chemical fertilizers and pesticides by cultivating
native plants and reducing lawn area. Control insects with pest specific traps, interplanting
plants that repel insect pests, and increasing natural insect predators, such as lacewings,
ladybird beetles, toads, and those birds that the garden was intended to attract in the first
place. Use leaf and compost mulches to add nutrients to the soil. Refer to information on
naturalistic gardening.

WILDLIFE
Spring time brings a whole new set of safe
guards that we should be aware of and
implement before wild families are disturbed.
Spring is when all of us want to get outside and
clean up our yards, trim trees etc. but it can be
deadly to the wild animals if we do, who are
busy making and selecting their dens, nest sites,
brush piles etc and already have babies in them
by spring. All of our spring cleaning and
trimming should be done late Sept - Jan. Keep
in mind if you have Tree squirrels in your area,
they nest in tall pines and have a 2nd breeding
season in Nov.
Wild Animals are a beautiful part of the urban
landscape because they are adapting and
making their homes here, we need to become
more knowledgeable and responsible about
their presence. For more information on how
you can make your yard a healthy safe
environment for them, go to:
www.beautifulwildlifegarden.com.

3 Bands

Flickers had made their nest in the hollow of a
dead tree when the home owner took the tree
down and found the babies.
Solution: February - August during breeding
season do not remove any dead or dying debris
that might provide homes for many animals.

Food + Spirits Available
Taco cart

Barn Owl:
Was rescued
from a
chimney most
likely looking
for a nesting
site.
Solution:
Have the
chimney
professionally
capped
before
nesting
season.

Barn Owl: Hit by a car
Solution: Slow down, be more observant

Fund Raiser - Music to Benefit Wildlife !
September 29, 2012 Grand Vista Hotel,
Simi Valley “ARENA” Sports Bar and Grill
6 pm - 10 pm, $20.00 at the door, food and spirits
available

Silent Auction
Raffle
If you have a service or craft you would like to donate for the
raffleDoor
(805-428-7105) items
are tax deductible,
Prize
Thank you
We will be starting the evening off with an amazing and
unique blend of talent the Shoemaker Brothers, Danny
Hamilton, Christopher Hawley, Raffle Prizes
Stay Tuned on Facebook for more information.

Baby Mallard Ducklings: During the spring female ducks will seek out smaller bodies of
water (backyard pools) in which to lay their eggs they do this to avoid predators.
Prevention is the answer here, we need to be pro active and start laying out deterrents
before they arrive in your backyard. Look on our website for suggestions on how to do
this. www.wildlifecareofventura.org
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Wildlife Care of Ventura County
A Wild Animal Rehabilitation and Release Organization
P.O Box 941476
Simi Valley, Ca. 93065

KEEP IT WILD !

Remember: When people and wildlife interact, wildlife often ends up losing. Always enjoy wildlife from a distance and do not intentionally feed them. If you must
offer food, plant native plants and sustain a natural habitat within your back yard and the wildlife will come, but they will also remain healthy and wild.
Newsletter

SPRING 2012

Wildlife Care of Ventura County
WCVC was founded in 1994 as a non-profit, volunteer organization,
which holds permits through the California Department of Fish and
Game, United States Fish and Wildlife, and USDA.
Our organization is permitted to rehabilitate all native wildlife;
except for bear, mountain lion, and deer.
Our volunteers specialize in one or more species, and operate as a
team of dedicated, and highly trained individuals. We work very
closely with veterinarians who provide medical care, x-rays, surgery
and humane euthanasia when necessary.
Beyond the immediate benefits of helping wildlife in need, WCVC
provides a valuable service to the entire community by making help
accessible to those who find wildlife in distress, in addition to
educating the public on living with our urban immigrants.
Our mission is to rescue, rehabilitate, and release, as well as educate
the public on how to coexist with our wild neighbors.
Director, Anna Reams
805-581-3911
P.O. Box 941476 Simi Valley Ca, 93065
www.wildlifecareofventura.org
Facebook.com/Wildlife Care of Ventura County

WE CAN NOT DO THE WORK WE DO
WITHOUT YOUR SUPPORT!

Rehabilitation is very expensive. Your
donation of $25.00 or more will entitle you
to continue to receive our semi-annual
newsletter!
WCVC is a volunteer, non-profit
organization and all contributions are taxdeductible. In 2010 we took in over 1000
animals at a cost of over 25,000 dollars.
THANK- YOU!!
$25.00 ______

$50.00 ______

$75.00

$100.00 ______

______

$200.00 ______
$500.00 ______
$________________ Other Amount
PLEASE MAIL TO:

Wildlife Care of Ventura County
P.O. Box 941476
Simi Valley, CA 93065
or Pay pal on our website
www.wildlifecareofventura.org

